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Im this paper9 we examine the spectral representation of the covariance fumction of w-homo-

geneous random field on hyperbolic spaces and compare it with the case of Euclidean space. 

S 1. Geometric concepts 

1 . Let E*,1 be a real (n + 1)-dimensional vector space with a metric ground 

f orm 

[X, X] =X~ + ･ ･ ･ +X~ -X~+1 (1) 
A set of X e E~,1 such that [X, X] 

bolic rotation we shall mean a linear transformation which does not change the dis-

tance of points from the origin, preserves the orientation of the space and transforms 

both halves of the cone into themselves. These transformations form a group and we 

shall call it the group of hyperbolic rotations of E*,1, and denote it by SO(n, 1) 

2. Let 

H+ =[XeE~ 1, [X X] I X*+1>0] (2) ~+ 1 

The group SO(n, 1) acts transitively on the space H"++ I and a subgroup SO(n) Ieaves 

the point ~ = ~(O, . . . , O, 1) invariant and it is the isotropy subgroup at this point. Thus, 

the space H"++ I is the coset space SO(n, 1)/SO(n). When n + 3, we call it the real 

hyperbolic space with dimension l~ 

3. With X~+1=1, [X, X] = O is equivalent to X~+･･･+X~ = 1. The real hyper-
bolic space can also be interpreted as the interior of the n-dimensional ball of radius 1 

4. When n = 2, it is also the coset space SL(2 ; R)/SO(2). 

5. The n-dimensional real Euclidean space E. is the coset space M(n)/SO(n), 

where M(n) is the group of real matrices of the order (n + 1), 

ha g =g(a, h)= , 
O1 

where h is an element of the group SO(n), a. is a column vector with n real elements, and 

O is a zero n-row vector. 
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S 2. Irreducible umitary represemtatious and zonal spherical fulnctioms 

1. We denote by X the parr x = (1, e) of complex nuniber I and number e taking 

values O and 1/2. With each such pair we associate a space ~)x Of functions ip(z) of 

the complex variable z = x + iy, such that : 

1) the function ip(z) is infinitely differentiable with respect to x and y at all points 

z = x + iy, except the point z = O ; 

2) for any positive number a one has the equality 

ip(az) = a2 Iip(z) ; 

3) the function ip(_.) has grven panty 

ip( - z) = (- 1)2,ip(z) . 

If F is the unit circle, then for 8 = O the space ~)x is realized as the space of infinitely 

diffe"rentiable even functions on r, and for e = I /2, as the space of infinitely differentiable 

odd functions on F. Let us define a function f(exp iO) as the following : for ip e ~)x' 

ip(exp i612), e = O 

exp (i0/2)ip(exp i0/2), e = 1/2 

ab 1 i 
and for any g = of SL(2 ; R), we correspond a 2. Let C= 

cd i 1 
matrix h = C- IgC, which forms a group SU(1, 1), and isomorphic to the group SL(2 ; 

R) . 

ocP 
of SU(1, 1) we a~sociate an operator Tx(9) in 3 . With each element g = 

p~ 
the space ~) of infinitely differentiable functions on the circle, defined by the formula 

Tx(9) f(exp iO) 

= ( p exp iO + oc~y+.( p exp - iO + oc)1-' f ((oe exp iO + P)/(P exp ie + oc~)) (4) 

4. All representations Tx(9)' X = ( - I /2 + ip, 8) are unitary and we shall call Tx(9)' 

X = ( - 1/2 + ip, O) unitary representations of the fi:rst principal series, and Tx(9)' 

X = ( - 1/2 + ip, 1/2) unitary representations of the second principal series 

5. The representations Tx(9)' ~ I 

and we shall call them unitary representations of the supplementary series 

6. Now let I + 8 and I - 8 be both integers. We shall denote by ~)t the subspace 

in ~) consisting of functions of the form exp - i(1-8)f(exp ie), where f(z) is analytic 

inside the unit circle and :~T the subspace in ~) consisting of functions of the form exp i(l 
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+ 8)f(exp ie), where f(z) is analytic outside the unit circle. For I - 8 

two nonintersecting invariant subspaces. We shall denote by T~(9) the representa-

tions induced by the representations in subspaces ~)~･ These are unitary and ir-

reducible. The representations T~1-1(9)' which are equivalent to Tl~+(g) and act in 

the factor spaces ~)~l-1/~)L1-1 respectively, where ~)ol-1 = ~)tl-1 n ~)Il-i are also 

unitary and irreducible. We shall call them unitary representations of the ~iscrete 

series . 

7. In the space ~) of the representation Tx(9) we choose a basis, consisting of the 

functions [exp - inO] . We have an expression 

T (g).exp - in0=(p exp i0+~)1+n+8(p exp - iO + c()1 ~ exp rne ' (5) 

When e = O, ¥ve get a class I representation with respect to the subgroup SO(2) 

and we get the corresponding zonal ~pherical function q31(chT), where g = g(ip, T, ~) 

in the Euler angles in SU(1, 1), th~_ Legendre function with index I ; 

1 2~ ~~1(ch7) = J o (6) (ch 7 + sh T cos O)IdO 
27c 

In summary, we get class I representations for the first principal series, for the 

supplementary series, all. d for I integers. Wi~h respect to corresponding zonal spherical 

functions, when I is'an integer, the Legendre function ~Pl(z) coincides with the Legendre 

polynomial Pl(z), and the Legendre functions ~3 _ l/2+ip(cho), are called conical func-

tions . 

8 . We shall denote by Vn+ I , * the space of functions f(X) given on the upper half 

of the cone [X, X] = O, Xn + I > O, and such that 

~) the functions f(X) ~re infinitely diffe.rentiable at every point of the upper half of 

the cone, 

2) the function f(X) are homogeneous of degree . s 

f(aX) asf(X), a > O. 

We define an operator Sn+1,.(g), g_eSO.(n,_..1.), in the space Vn+1,s by the formula 

S"+1 ,.(g)f(X) =f(g~ IX), g e SO(n, 1) , (7) 

Then (S"+1 ,.(_g), V"+1 ,.) is a representation of the group SO(n, 1) 

With each function f. of the space Vn+1 ,s we associate the function F, 

F(~)= Qf(~) : =f(~l, ~2," ', ~n' 1) 

on Sn-i, (n - 1)-sphere, and to the oper~tbr' sn~ I ,~(~)' correspond operator of a repre-

sentation . .' "'- ' . - ' " 

Tn+1,s(g) QSn+1 s(g)Q _ (8) 
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m the space ~) of infinitely differentiable functions on the sphere S"-1 . 

9. The representations T"+1,s(g), s = - (n - 1)/2 + ip, are unitary and irreducible 

and we shall call them the representations of the principal series of the group SO(n, 1). 

10. The representations Tn+i,s(g), s : nonintegers and - (n - 1)

tary and irreducible and we shall call them the representations of the supplementary 

series of the group SO(n, 1). 

11. Let ~)n,k be the space of polynomials of degree k in the variables ~i,..., 

~n' When s = - n - k + 1, where k are nonnegative integers, the representations 

(Tn+1,s(g), ~)n,k) are unitary and irreducible, and we shall call them the representa-

tions of the discrete series of the group SO(n., 1). 

12. These representations are representations of class I with respect to the sub-

group SO(n). 

13. In the space ~~(sn-1), we introduce the scalar product 

is' - i 

(F, G)= F(~)G(~)d~. 

We complete it relative to the norm llFll2 = (F, F), and we obtain the Hilbert space 

L2(Sn-i). Functions of the form 

n- 3 
GK(~) = C(K) n c(kn-~~2i)/2+kj+i(cos ip ._ i) sin kj+1 ipn J 

. j- ~ n-J J=0 
exp i ikn-2ipl' 

where C~(t) are Gegenbauer polynomials, ipl,..., c._1 are geographtcal coordinates 

on Sn-1, K=(ko"", i kn-2)' ko >~ kl >/ "' >/ kn-2>/O, and C(K) is a normalizing con-

stant, form an orthonormal basis in the space L2(Sn-1). The function Go(~), O = (O, . . ., 

O), is equal to I , and invariant for all h of SO(n). The zonal spherical functions depend 

only on the Euler angle e~ of g = g(0~ ; I 

be a hyperbolic rotation by the angle 6 in the (Xn' Xn + 1)~Plane 

Then, we have an expression for zonal spherical functions 

Zn+i s(gn(O)) = 2(n-2)/2r(n/2) ~~s~+((nn~-22)(/22(che) (9) 
sh(n-2)/2e 

where q3s~+((nn~-22){/22(z) are associated Legendre functions. We have also an mtegral 

representation 

Z"+1,s(gn(6))~ r(n/2) Cn (ch O-cos csh O) sm r' 2ipdc (lO) 
~ ~lcr((n - l)/2)) o 

In particular, when n = 2, we have an expression 

Z3 ,s(g2(e)) = ~3g(chO) = ~3s(che) . 

14. Let R be a complex number and with each element g = g(a, h) of the group 
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M(n) we associate the operator 

TR(g) f (~) = exp R(a, ~) f (h- I ~) , 

where (a, ~) is the scalar product, in the space L2(S"-1). When R + O, are purely imagi-

nary numbers, the representations are unitary and irreducible, and they are class I . 

The zonal spherical functions depend only on the length of a ; thus let g = g(r, e), 

where r = (O,. . . , 1'), then we get a expression of the zonal spherical functions 

Ziy(g) = F(n/2) J(~_2)/2(yr) (. 1 1) 
(. J'r/2)("-2)/2 

where J(._2)/2(yr) are Bessel functions. 

When R = O, we get TR(.g)f(~) =f(/･1~ i ~), 9 = 9(a, h), which is the quasi-regular 

representation of the subgroup SO(n) 

15. Summary 
(a) Let (T(g), ~) be an irreducible (unitary) representation of a group G and K be a 

closed subgroup of G. A representation T(g) is called a representation of class 1 

relative to K if in its representation space there is a nonzero vector invariant rela-

tive to K and the restriction of T(g) to K is unitary. Let f be a normalized in-

vanant vector in the space ~) ; then a function 

f (g) = (T(g) f, f ) 

is called a zonal spherical function 

(b) When representation T(g) is unitary, the zonal spherical function is positive 

definite 

(.c) For the case of hyperbolic spaces, the zonal spherical functions are functions of 

the form 

2("-2)/2F(n/2) ~3-(~-2)/2 (che), 

sh(n-2)/2e *+(~-2)/2 

where s = - (n - 1)/2 + ip (principal series) , 

or s : nonintegers and - (n - 1) 

or s = - n - k + I , k nonnegative integers (discrete series) 

These are positive definite functions. ~3r(z) are associated Legendre functions 

(d) For the case of Euclidean spaces, the zonal spherical functions are functions of 

the form 

r n 2 J(~_2)/2(yr) ( / ) (yr/2)(~-2)/2 ' 

where y + O is a real number and J(* 2)/2 _ (yr) is a Bessel function. These functions 

are positive definite. 
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　　　§3。　⑳四一血⑪魎且⑪ge醜e⑪魍s亙盈囲固⑪㎜担e且姐s⑰囲在he血ype亙b⑰Hc　sp塾ces

　　1）　By　a醐囲固⑪㎜臨蝸on　the　space　X，we　sha11：mean　a　bounded．皿easure　on　the

spaceΩ＝Rx．　Takmg　anyω∈Rx　and．X1，　，X、，of　X　we　get　a咋tup1e（ω（X1），　，

ω（X”）），and1et五1，　，五”be　lBore1丘e1ds　m－R，then　cons1der［ω，ω（X1）∈五1，　，ω（X”）

∈五”］　We　de丘ne　a　funct1on　F（X1，，X”，五1，，五”）by　a　fomu1a

　　　　　　　　F（X1，．．．，X、；E1，．．．，E”）2μ［ω；ω（X1）∈五1，＿，ω（X”）∈五”］　　　　　　（12）

whereμヱs　a　measure　on（Rx，磐（Rx））

　　Let　x　be　a　homogeneous　space　G／K　we　sha11ca11arandomie1d血⑪醐⑰ge鵬⑭鰯

when

　　　　　　　　　　F（σX1，．．．，σX榊；五工，．．．，亙”）＝F（X1，．．。，X”；五1，．，．，E，，）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　for　any　　σ∈G，

and（K一）童s⑪故⑪嘩when

　　　　F（kX1，．．．，kX”；五1，．．．，E”）＝F（X1，．．．，X閉；五1，．．．，五”）　　　f；or　any　　k∈1ζ。

　　2）　G1ven　rand－om丘e1d．μ，we　d．e丘ne　a　funct1on

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∫（P，ω）1＝ω（P），　一P∈X．

We　assumethat

1，1∫（見ω）1・φ（ω）一／、1ω（・）1・伽（ω）・…
（13）

We　a1so　assu血ethat

蝪／、1伽）プ（らω）12伽（ω）一・

…1、∫（岬μ（ω）イ

　　When　the　cond1t1on（13）ho1ds，we　can　de丘ne　a　c0Yar1ance　funct1on　C（P，2），

P，ρ∈X，by　the　fonnu1＆

卿）一／、∫（兄ω岬ω）φ（ω）・
（14）

The　random　ie1d1s　ca11ed勧o－h⑪醐⑰g鋼e⑪鵬when　C（σP，σρ）：C（P，g）for　any　g∈G

and。⑧汐一孟s⑫航⑪煎㊤when　C（kP，k＠）昌C（P，g）for　any　k∈K

　　3）　Let　P＝σPo，where　Po1s　an　mvar1ant　pomt　w1th　respect　to　the　subgroup　K
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and fo(co) be f(Po, (o), then we have a relation f(P, (o) =f(gPo, co). The random field 

f spans the Hilbert space ~, with the scalar product (14). The group G acts on ~ by 

the formula 

T(g) f (P) = f (g~ I P) ( 1 5) 
Then, we have f(P) = T(.g~1)fo, and for any k e K, T(k)fo =fo' (T(g). ~) is a repre-

sentation of the group G. 

4) (a) A necessary and sufficient condition for the random field f to be w-homo-

geneous is that the representation (T(g), ~) is unitary and which has 

an invariant vector fo With respect to the subgroup K. 

(b) A necessary and sufficient cbnditiori for the randcu~n field f to be w-

isotropic is that the representation (T(/.()~ , _,~_)_ ) re_ stricted to the Subgroup 

K is unitary and_ which has a invarial~rt vector J'o' 

5) Im the following we assw~ae that the ramdolm n~~~eld f is w-hor~aogemeous 

Then the covariance function C(.P, Q) is of the form C(P, Q) = C(g~l91Po, Po)_ , where 

P=glPo, Q =92Po' We define a function B(g) on G by the formula 

B(g) = C(gPo, Po) = (T(g~ l) fo' fo) ' 

Tlne f~mmction B(g) is a positive ~e~mite an~ K-biimvariamt fwmctfio~ls 

6) Now let X be a hyperbolic space. Then, we get the spectral representation 

B(g)= 2("~2)/2F(n/--)) Ii ~3-~7~~}~ (che)dF (p) r -sh(~-2)/20 
" 

+ (n-2)/2 ~3T(n-2)/2(che)dF-2(1) + k~==-~)L'o ck~31(h722)k/2(che) 

-n/2 

, where ck are nonnegative and g = g,,(e) 

we get a formula 

Since ~Pll'/~22),P(chO) ")p~ (i'~2~),/p2(che) 

(16) 

co (u-2)/-' B(9) == '~1)(n-2)/2F(nl-') o ~~;1(In/~2~)i/p2(chO)dG(_P) + _nl2 j
 

I
I
 

sh(n-2)/2e 

7
)
 

Thus, 

~~T("~ 2 )/2(chO)dF2(D + k"~~o ck ~n~ f ~~h~-)/12(chO)] co 

Im the cace of X being a Euc~ideam space, vve get the spectral 

co J (yr) f
 

B(9) = F(nl-') (n- 2 )/2 dF( y) ' 
o (yr/2)(n-2)/'-

(16') 

representation 

with P=91Po' Q=92Po and 9 9(al' h ) (~ 1 2) we have an expresslon 

C(P, Q)=B(9~191)=F(n/2) (n-2)/2(ylla -a ll) dF(y) co J I _2 l
 
o (yllai-a211/2)(~ 2)/2 

( 1 7) 

(18) 
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8) Let X be the real hyperbolic plane . In this case we have a formula 

J
 

"
o
 

' (che)dF(p) + I q31(chO)dG(1) + ~ ckPk(chO) , = ~3 l/2+*p 
k=0 

for 9 9(c O ~) We have also when B(9) e L2(G), G=SU(1, 1), 

l
;
 

1
 B(9) 4l~2 a(y)~~ ' 1 / 2 + * y(9) yth(7~;_y)d.y, 

where a(y) = IB(9)~~_ . 1 /2+'y(9)d 9, 

( 19) 

(20) 

d g = shOd Od ip d ~ . 

When P = g IPo' and Q = g2Po' to get the function C(P, Q) we substitute in the 

formula (19), ch0=chOlch02 -sh.Olsh02 cos (ipl - ip2) with gi=g(ipi, Oi, ~i), i= 1, 2 
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